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planning   consulting   
controlling  testing 

 expert reports
in the field of 

building materials   maintenance and repairing 
building physics   acoustics  

environment protection 

repairing and maintenance  
civil engineering

olympic stadium, Berlin,  WALTER BAU AG 
main sewer "Hauptsammler Mitte", Düsseldorf 
purification plant,Meißen, WIEMER & TRACHTE AG 
rain storage reservoir, Wupperverband 
dam, Ennepetal, Ruhrverband 
sealing, tank farm, Henkel 
 

 

repairing and maintenance - structural eng. 

embassy of j apan, Berlin, TAKENAKA 
head office RWE, Essen 
underground parking, Munich 
car park, Collogne, CORONA 
commercial property "Kö-Galerie", Düsseldorf 
complex of buildings "Schillerpark", THS Essen 

building physics and acoustics

software development, Rockwool AG 
extension "Technologiezentrum" ETEC, 
Essen
Media Center Berlin, ARGUS Immobilien 
head office Shimano, Czech Republic 
TAKENAKA, 
office building, Düsseldorf, Bouygues Germany
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maintanance and repairing

Planning according to ZTV-ING,  DAfStb-
RILI SIB, technical guidlines of 
maintanance and repairing 
Q   uality inspection according to DIN 1076 

Detecting actual state of constructions using 
modern measuring technique, e.g. ultrasonic, 
radar, electric potential, inductive measure- 
ment method and vibration technology

Appraisal of actual state of constructions and 
specific planning of maintenance and repairing 

Technical preparation of sophisticated 
and efficient repairing tasks
 

Participation in award of contract, controlling 
and consultant help in guarentee claims 

Preparation of significant and self-exploratory
dokumentations 

engenieering services 

 
Attention of conformity between construction  
and planning using IR-Thermography, 
BlowerDoor-Test and endoscopy measurement  

Consultant services according to 
demands of the german institute BAFA;  
including economic efficiency calculation  

materials & environment

Proofing, examination  and consultant 
services in the context of using, development  
and permission of building materials 

Planning and supervision of examination
hazardous substances according to TRGS 

Planning of selectiv structure removals.
Appraisal of actual state of constructions
under consideration estimated use

Consultant services, simulation and  
measurement protection against noise

building physics & acoustic 
services according to german guidlines:
building physics, acoustics 

Consultant services in the context of sommerly 
heat insulation of buildings 

Concepts for ernergy saving according to
EnEV 2002 under consideration of e.g. details,
constructivness and thermal bridges 

 
 

Examination of verifications in reference of heat- 
and  sound insulation. Q   uality inspection of
constructions according to LBO 2000 by 
technical experts 

Participation in award of contract, controlling 
and consultant help in guarentee claims 
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